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Abstract-A single processor evaluates j(z) 
Given p independent processors (PRAM), 
in time F, adds r values in time A4 for real F,A. 
what is the optimal way to compute ciwl j(ri)? Can 
we attain it with the single instruction flow (SlMD)? Using congruences modulo p and continued 
fractions for F/A, we obtain the following answers: 
- The duration of the fastest schedule for integer F, A (F/A E Q) is 
qn) = 1; (nF + [sl A + Zo)l I 
where Ze = (ppog, pl - (rftogr ~1 - l)/(r - l))A is the minimal idle worktime. 
- To implement an optimal schedule, two or three SIMD groups of processors may be used, and n 
must be large enough. 
- When F/A is irrational (has large numerator/denominator) schedules using truncated continued 
fractions of F/A, pk/qk E Q converge to the optimal runtime. 
- Real F/A admitting no schedules with Z - lo < pA/qk+l constitute a set of measure 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Optimal algorithms for evaluation of expressions like Cy=‘=, f(zi), nz, Q(zi) (with non-commut- 
ing Q’s) and applicable to the evaluation of max(f(zi), . . . , f(zn)), Vy=‘=, _f(Zi) are designed here 
under the folowing assumptions: 
(i) The only computational primitives used are evaluation of f(Zi) and addition 01+ . . . + Q,, 
which require single-processor time F and A, with F, A E R; 
(ii) A parallel random-access machine (PRAM) with p processors and exclusive read-exclusive 
write memory access is available [l]; n > p; 
(iii) Addition is an associative operation with fan-in bounded by r. 
This problem setting is more general than conventional assumptions: unit operation costs, large 
enough p, two-argument addition [1,2]. Our aim is to find an exact minimum for the runtime 
T(n) (worktime pT(n)) and the schedules that attain this minimum. This differs from heuristic 
approach to similar problems, as, e.g., in [3]. 
Another aim is to implement these schedules with as small degree of multiprocessing and for 
as small n as possible. We present optimal schedules using two or three SIMD (single instruction 
flow-multiple data flow [4,5]) groups of processors and obtain a lower bound for n for each type 
of schedule (Section 3). In Section 4, we use continued fraction expansions of F/A to handle 
the case of smaller n and investigate metric properties of the sets of reals possessing good (with 
respect to runtimes of resulting schedules) approximations. 
The theory of addition chains [6] is not directly connected with the results presented here 
(moreover, finding the minimal addition chains is NP-hard [7], whereas the complexity of multi- 
processor summation admits explicit expression). Yet the same problem setting, i.e., r-argument 
additions and multiprocessing, seems quite natural for the former theory as well. 
*I am indebted to Robert Freidzon for the suggestion to consider rational (rather than integer) F/A. 
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2. LOWER BOUND FOR EXECUTION TIME 
THEOREM 1. For real F/A, the runtime T(n) of an algorithm, which sums up n function values 
on p processors with r-argument, additions is not less than 
To(n) := ;(nF+ 151 A+ IO), 
where 10 = (pl - %)A and 1 = [log, min(n,p)] 
LEMMA 2. There is an optimal schedule which has the following properties 
(i) no addition precedes function evaluation on the same processor, 
(ii) all the additions start at the moments T(n) - RA, k E N, and only one (or none) of them 
is underloaded, that is, involves less than P arguments. 
PROOF. The moments when additions and functions start, say in(a) and in(f) endow the set 
of schedules with a topology of (a disjoint sum of) compact polyhedra in R”. Minimizing in 
turns T(n), Cr in(f), - C, in(e), we obtain a chain of non-empty compacts. A simple cut-and- 
paste reasoning shows that the latter of them consists of the schedules satisfying the conditions 
of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let T(n) be the runtime, and let add.input(t) and fun.eval(t) be the number of ar- 
guments used by additions starting at given moment t and the number of functions being or 
starting to be evaluated at t, respectively. Then for each k > 0, 
add.input(T(n) - kA) 5 rk - rfun.eval(T(n) - kA). 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1. Idle worktime 10 is a sum of the progression from Lemma 3 [8]. 
Other terms of (1) agree with the Brent scheduling principle [l]. 
3. OPTIMAL SCHEDULES: RATIONAL F/A 
Let F = f&, A = a&, where & is a common measure of F and A; f and a are relatively prime. 
Runtime T(n) is an integer multiple of Q (follows from compactness as in Lemma 2), therefore, 
PTo/& E ~2, and, for I= Pvs, PI, 
n+u-r’ 
?77,= 
r-l 3 
u = (-n + 1) mod (r - 1); Q = (-fn - am) mod p, (2) 
pT(n) 2 nF + mA + p/A + q&. (3) 
Schedules presented here reduce the number of summands to r ‘, following the pattern of Lemma 2 
(Figures l-3). Interior idle worktime QQ accrues in gaps between functions and additions at the 
first processor group (case 2 + ,Figure 2)) second (cases 2-, 3-, Figure l), first and third (case 3+), 
or neither of them (for q = 0, caSe 2’). 
to t1 t2 
SO c function ao add. 
81 W&l- fl fun.ev. al add. 
32 ations f2 fun.ev. on 
Figure 1. Case 3- (three SIMD groups). Small gap is the idle run of duration Q. 
In order to respect causality, that is, to use only the summands that are currently existing, 
we must keep track of the number of addition arguments available, which depends upon the 
interlacing of moments when additions start and moments when function evaluations finish. To 
bypass this analysis, a coarse lower bound for n is derived from the requirement that additions 
running in parallel to function evaluations use only summands existing before the first addition. 
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THEOREM 4. A solution SO, sl, s2 (processor group sizes), a~, al, f~, f2, c, d (operation counts) to 
P = so + s1+s2 
n = cp+ f1s1+f2s2 (4 
n = (aoso + alsl + dp)(r - 1) - u + r’, 
defines a causal optimal schedule for evaluation of CyCI f(zi) if n is large enough: 
n 2 (a~so+alsl)(r- l)-u+r’, 
n 2 (aoso +alsl)(r- l)-u+so+sl +flsl +f2s2, 
and if the interior idle worktime equals q&: 
pm=(aao,ffi + aal, ff2) = a(a0s0 + alsl) + f(fla + f2s2) + 9. 
(5) 
(6) 
Note. For two groups, terms with ~1, s2 drop out of (5), except for fisl. 
A. One Processor Group 
THEOREM 5. The schedule which starts first addition after the end of all function evaluations is 
optimal if and only if m = 0 (modulo p), (-n) mod p . f < p. 
B. Two Processor Groups 
According to (6), for fif - aoa > 0 interior idle run occurs at the first group (Figure 2). 
Relations (4) and (6) yield 
h(P- so) = ?a - CP 
a0s0 = m-dp 
fif-aoa = h (7) 
hso = (-fn - am) mod p (not a congruence!) 
c,d,h,so,fl,ao 1 0. 
LEMMA 6. If so satisfies (7) then SO 1 q and gcd(so, p) 1 g c d( m, n,p). Conversely, for any such so 
equations (7) are solvable (though possibly with negative c or d). 
so Fbnction Idle hQ 1 a0 add. 
evalu- jl function 
Jl ation evaluations on 
Figure 2. First type of optimal schedules with two SIMD groups (case 2+). 
In this subsection, we suppose that SO is chosen according to Lemma 6. We use a temporary 
notation ti, ii,fi, @O for m, n,p, q, SO, divided by gcd(p, SO); f’, a’ for the minimal positive solution 
of ff’ - aa’ = 1 (truncated continued fraction, see [6,9]). 
LEMMA 7. The solution ao, f~ of (7) with minimal a0 1 0 is, 
a0 = (a’h + fz) mod (ffi), fl = v, where z := S,‘(a’fi + f’rS1) mod 15 (8) 
PROOF. The solution of ffi - aao = h is a0 = a’h + fz, _fi = f’h + az. Substituting it to (7) 
reduced modi and multiplying by we obtain hs’o E 4, zS0 E a’ii+ f’ih mod 5, from 
which (8) follows. 
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ALGORITHM 8. (OPTIMAL TWO-GROUP SCHEDULE) 
Input: n, r,p,f,a E 2. Output: Schedule for parallel evaluation of Cyzl f(zi) using two 
SIMD processor groups. 
1. If f/a E 2, set se = (-n) mod p, fi = 1. Find a schedule which starts at any moment ss 
many additions as possible; it is optimal. 
2. If f/a @ Z, calculate 1, m, u, q from (2); f’, a’ s.t. f f’ - aa’ = 1. Set se = 1. 
3. Calculate h, gcd(p,se) and fi, ?i,$,&,,t. Calculate ao, fl according to (8). 
4. Check whether (5) holds. If not, check whether causality is actually violated. If so, try other 
values of se and/or Case 2- (f fl - aa = -h). Return to Step 3. 
5. If Step 4 fails for all SO and both signs of ffl - aa0, use a truncated continued fraction for 
f/a instead of its exact value (see Section 4); return to Step 1. 
EXAMPLE. For II = 10, p = 3, r = 3, F = 1, A = 2, we have m = 4 and q = 0 (case 2’). Group 
sizes are se = 1, si = 2; duration of the optimal schedule T = 8, whereas SIMD schedule runs in 
time T = 10. 
C. Three Processor Groups 
Solution of (4) goes here the opposite way: We specify operation counts and find the group 
sizes se, si, s2 from (4) modulo p: 
-fzso + (fl - f2)s1 z n (modulo p) 
a0s0 + alsl E m (modulo p). (9) 
If we set f2 = a, a0 = f and choose fl, al to be the (unique) positive solution to f fl+aal = fafl 
(cases 3+, 3-) then (9) is uniquely solvable modp, and the solution always exists (see Table 1, in 
which q’ = (a’n + f’m) mod p). 
Table 1. Optimal schedules with three SIMD groups (rational F/A). 
fl 
3+ ; j(llaJ j’ 
fz SO Jl 
a (q + q’) mod p (-4 mod p 
3- j a’ a-j’ a Q’ q 
(4 (b) 
Figure 3. (a) Optimal schedule (3-) for cfl, j(Zi). F/A = 3/2, p = 8, n = 17, T = 2; duration 
T(n) = F + 6A, idle worktime I = 32A - 9F = lo + 39. Note that n is leas than required by (5). 
(b) Suboptimal schedule (3-) for cil, j(Zi) with continued fraction approximation. FfA = 
37125 k: 312, p = 8, n = 17, T = 2; duration is F + 6A. 
LEMMA 9. Solution of (9) lifts to the solution of (4) with non-negative s0, sl, s2 at least in one 
of the cases 3+, 3-. 
PROOF. If s$ + st > p then s; + s; < p and vice versa, see Table 1. 
Note. The lower bound (5) is presumably more liberal for three groups, since we have here 
a0, al 5 f, fl, f2 5 a, rather than a0 5 f$, fl 5 a@ (equation (8)). 
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4. SUB-OPTIMAL SCHEDULES: APPROXIMATE F/A 
THEOREM 10. Let p~/~k, k = 0, 1,2,. . . be an infinite sequence of truncated continued fractions 
expansions of F/A E R. For any c > 0, there is an algorithm of multiprocessor function sum- 
mation using two or three SIMD processor groups which has an idle worktime I < IO + E. More 
precisely, if the kth approximation F/A e pk/qk is used, the deviation from optimalAy is 
I - IO < p2A/qk for two SIMD groups, 
I - 10 < pA/qk for three SIMD groups. 
PROOF. For two groups, I - IO = so(fiF - aoA) (Figure 2) or I - IO = sl(aoA - fiF). For 
odd k’s, pk_l/qk__1 < F/A < pk/qk and for f = pk, a = qk,f’ = qk-l,a’ = p&l, the relation 
ff’ - aa’ = (-l)k-l = 1 holds. Since a0 = ha’ + ft, fi = hf’ + az (Lemma 7), and 0 5 t < p, 
fiF - a,,A = h(f’F - a’A) + z(aF - fA) = h(qk-1F - pt-IA) + z(qkF - pd). (10) 
Since the signs of the summands in (10) differ, IqkF - pkAl < & [6,9] and hso < p implies 
I - 10 < AmaX(p/qk,p’/qk+l), hence, the first inequality of Theorem 10. 
For three groups, we set a0 = f = pk, f2 = a = qk, fi = f’ = qk__l,al = f - a’, a’ = pk_1. 
Then (for 3+) 
I - IO = (f’F - a’A)s,, + (f’F - a’A + fA - aF)s2, 
hence, the estimate for three groups. That concludes the proof of Theorem 10. 
As follows from (8), the estimate for two groups, I-IO < pA/qk+l is valid when q = 0, SO = 1. 
How typical is the latter case? Here is a partial answer. 
THEOREM 11. The ratios F/A, having only finitely many continued fraction approximations 
pk/qk with the property 
q = (-pkn - qkm) mod p = 0, 
constitute the set of Lebesgue measure 0. 
Hence, “almost all” F/A admit an approximate schedule with I - IO < pA/qk+l for the infinite 
number of k’s. 
EXAMPLE. For the truncations of F/A = 1 + fi = [2; 2,2,. . ,I, q mod 2 zconst. For odd ra and 
even p the condition q = 0 never holds. 
LEMMA 12. Reals which contain the given sequence of integers bo, bl, . . . , bl finitely many times 
in the continued fraction expansion have Lebesgue measure 0. 
PROOF. Consider a couple of intervals in R defined as follows: 
- [aO;al,...,ak,a] 
:I = [aO;al,..., ak,b;,bl,..., b,,P], ::;::: 
(11) 
Define pk/qk := [ao; 01,. . . , Uk]; s,/t, = [bo; bl, . . . , al]. The size of E is IEI = ‘,:$r: 1 ,zl = 
1 
qk~p~+pk_l~. Evaluating the size of E’ we substitute /3 = 1, p = 00 in (11) or, equivalently, (Y = 2 
and CY = e in pka+pk-l. Then 
qkff+qk-1 
IE’I = l/(h(h + h-l)(qk; + qk-1) (qk;: ; ;;I: + qk-1)). 
Since Qk-1 c Qk, qk-1 c qk-I-, the denominator of IE’I is less than 
and lE’l/lEl > V, where 0 < v < 1 is independent of a~, . . . , ah. Thus, IE - E’I/IEJ < 1 - Y and 
the set of all continued fractions that do not contain the sequence bo,. . . bl at the first k(l + 1) 
positions has the messure c (1 - v)~ + 0, k -_) 00. Then the set in the statement of the lemma 
is a countable union of the sets of measure 0. 
An 6:1-E 
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LEMMA 13. There is a sequence of integers bo, . . . , bl, for which the recurrence 
pi = bizi-1 + Zi-2, i= O,l,...,Z 
contains at least one Zj E 0 mod p, for each pair of the starting values z-1, z-2. 
PROOF. Let CO,. . . ck be the sequence of quotients in Euclides’ algorithm for a given couple of 
starting values z-2, z-1 mod p : zi-2 = cili-1 + %i, or 
%i = -Ci%i-1 + %i-2, i = 0, 1, . . . , k. 
The sequence of positive integers p - CO,. . . , p - ck generates the recurrence which terminates 
at %k G 0 mod p. Joining it with p, Ck, . . . , co,p, we obtain a sequence which amounts to the 
identity transformation of Z/pZ x Z/pZ. Let us join them all, for all pairs %_a, z-1 mod p; the 
resulting sequence generates at least one zero modp starting from any couple of initial values. 
That concludes the proof of Lemma 13. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 11. Suppose that some ratio F/A admits only a finite number of 
continued fraction approximations pk/qk which satisfy the congruence 
pkn+qkmrOmodp. 
Then the continued fraction expansion of F/A contains not more than a finite number of sequences 
designed in Lemma 13. According to Lemma 12, in that case, F/A belongs to a set of measure 0. 
Table 2. Optimal schedules with 8 processors compared to onogroup schedule. 
No. n F A Solution Type Gain,% 
1 17 3 2 3- exact 21.0 
2 25 3 2 3- exact 16.7 
3 25 2 3 3+ exact 15.4 
4 41 3 5 20 exact 12.07 
5 25 37 25 3- approx. 15.9 
6 58 37 25 2+ approx. 9.46 
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